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WELCOME TO CRASH COURSE CHOOSE COURSE If you see this message, it means that we have problems loading external resources from our website. If you're behind a web filter, make sure that the *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org domains are blocked. 60 Days 45 Live Lectures by Experts Who Have Aced CAT Multiple Times,
135 + CAT &amp; Non CAT Taunts and Unlimited Educational Material 7999 3999 Use Coupon CAT50C to Get 50% Off (Early Bird Offer) CAT Prep Mobile/ PC Strategy, tips for classes faculty 20+ years experience 35 + CAT (updated pattern) &amp; 100 Non - CAT Tests, 100+ sectional/theme smart tests and 150+ videos smart &amp;
detailed analysis to identify strong and weak points in 500+ Videos, ebooks and sectional / theme smart tests. Registration Open Batch Timing: 09:00 - 10:30 45 Interactive Live Sessions From Accomplished Faculty Basic Concepts &amp; Strategy Simulated CAT and Non-CAT Tests Questions Respectively, According to the latest pattern
and severity level 135 + ebooks, videos, chapter/theme smart tests and practice tasks communicate top performers from different parts of the country to assess competition Strategic guidelines for the use of AI test analysis to enhance performance over 20+ years experience; Hitbullseye faculty is a brilliant blend of test prep gurus,
curriculum experts and industry leaders. We have produced a number of CAT 100 percentilers and successful toppers. Our top experts have helped thousands of CAT aspirants realize their dreams of becoming entrants to the best MBA colleges &amp; put into top companies for over two decades now. Quant Guru &amp;amp;
powerhouse knowledge, 15+ years rich teaching experience. His useful advice is strongly searched by students. Master of English with 15+ learning experience. He is very popular with students for his energetic and witty delivery style. CAT '20 Crash Course CAT'20 Crash Course is designed to increase your preparations for all CAT and
non-CAT exams. This includes conceptual video lectures, direct-to-do workshops, tasks and tests from areas in MBA entrances such as quantitative aptitude, verbal ability and logical reasoning, and data interpretation. As a value addition, students can also state mock CAT and non-CAT test series to assess their preparation levels before
exams. This crash course program is designed to increase student preparation through a personalized curriculum that will help speed up learning before the actual exam. What you will learn Advanced concepts, theories and concepts of various CAT topics Review important exam-related concepts Shortcuts, tips and tricks to solve issues
in less time Different strategies try CAT and other exams Learn Number System topics such as quotient rules, sum of perfect squares, amount of cubes, integers, unit number, digital roots and the last two digits. 8 Videos 5 Tasks 2 Tests 1 E-Book 3.8 This module will help you deal with all question types (basic and improved), actual CAT
level issues percentage and P &amp; L. 6 Videos 5 Tasks 2 Tests 1 E-Book 4.0 Learn concepts, applications and solve a variety of question types, including actual CAT questions, linear, quadratic and cubic equations, AP, GP and misc. series through this chapter module. 5 Videos 6 Tasks 2 Tests 1 E-Book 3.5 Learn concepts,
applications and solve different question types, including actual CAT questions in Time &amp;amp; Work, Pipes and Tanks, and interest and installments through this module 5 Videos 5 Tasks 2 Tests 1 E-Book 4.1 Learn concepts, applications and solve a variety of question types, including actual CAT issues, inequality and modulus and
features. 4 Videos 5 Tasks 2 Tests 1 E-Book 4.5 This module will help you deal with all concepts, question types (basic and advanced) and actual CAT level issues lines, angles, triangles and polygons as well as advanced questions about Geometry 6 Videos 5 Tasks 2 Tests 1 E-Book 4.8 This module will help you deal with all concepts,
question types (basic and advanced) , and actual CAT level issues, Quadrilaterals, And actual CAT level issues, Quadrilaterals, , Coordinate geometry as well as advanced issues of Trigonometry 9 Videos 5 Tasks 2 Tests 1 E-Book 4.2 Learn concepts, applications and solve various issues-types, including actual CAT issues time
&amp;amp; Work, Pipes and Tanks, and Interest and Installments Through this Module 6 Videos 5 Tasks 3 Tests 1 E-Book 3.9 Learn concepts, applications and solve various question types, including actual CAT issues in the Venn diagram and log. 2 Videos 4 Tasks 2 Tests 1 E-Book 4.5 This module will help you deal with all concepts,
question types (basic and advanced) and actual CAT level issues basic and relative speed, races &amp;amp; Games, Boats and Streams, as well as advanced issues with the Escalator. 5 Videos 5 Tasks 2 Tests 1 E-Book 4.8 Learn concepts, applications and solve a variety of questions-types, including actual CAT questions ratio
&amp;amp; Partnerships and Blend and Alligations 6 Videos 5 Tasks 2 Tests 1 E-Book 3.8 Learn concepts, applications and solve a variety of issues including actual CAT questions about clock and calendars and shares. 4 Videos 5 Tasks 2 Tests 1 E-Book 5.0 Learn concepts, applications and solve a variety of questions-types, including
actual CAT questions about permutation and combination and probability through this module. 4 Videos 5 Tasks 2 Tests 1 E-Book 4.8 Tactics Score Better Quantitative Ability &amp; Data Interpretation Part CAT 2020. 4.2 CAT '20 Crash Course Course
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